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a (very) brief history of statistical standards:a (very) brief history of statistical standards:

 in the prein the pre--standards days everybody developed their own concepts, definitiostandards days everybody developed their own concepts, definitions ns 
and classificationsand classifications

 countries could not compare statistics between collections or ovcountries could not compare statistics between collections or over timeer time

 no international comparisons were possibleno international comparisons were possible

 with the growing economic importance of tourism countries and orwith the growing economic importance of tourism countries and organisations ganisations 
like UNWTO saw the need for international standardslike UNWTO saw the need for international standards

 the first set of comprehensive international standards were prodthe first set of comprehensive international standards were produced in 1993: uced in 1993: 
the the 1993 Recommendations on Tourism Statistics1993 Recommendations on Tourism Statistics

 however, in recent years it has been seen that these standards whowever, in recent years it has been seen that these standards were no longer ere no longer 
sufficient and needed to be revisedsufficient and needed to be revised



why do we need new standards?why do we need new standards?

 since 1993 new topics have grown in importance, such as tourismsince 1993 new topics have grown in importance, such as tourism--related related 
employment, investment, governmentsemployment, investment, governments’’ involvement in tourism, impact on involvement in tourism, impact on 
environment, measurement of tourism at subenvironment, measurement of tourism at sub--national levels, and othersnational levels, and others

 since becoming a specialised agency of the United Nations in 200since becoming a specialised agency of the United Nations in 2004, UNWTO 4, UNWTO 
has greater responsibility to integrate the system of tourism sthas greater responsibility to integrate the system of tourism statistics into the atistics into the 
international standards for all economic activitiesinternational standards for all economic activities

 the development of the TSA in conformity with the UN System of Nthe development of the TSA in conformity with the UN System of National ational 
Accounts and the IMF Balance of Payments standards has required Accounts and the IMF Balance of Payments standards has required some some 
changeschanges

 relevant international frameworks  (to which tourism statistics relevant international frameworks  (to which tourism statistics are related), such are related), such 
as SNA93, BPM5, CPC, ISIC and the Manual on Statistics on Internas SNA93, BPM5, CPC, ISIC and the Manual on Statistics on International ational 
Trade in Services, have been undergoing updating and revisionTrade in Services, have been undergoing updating and revision

the new standards:the new standards:

2008 International Recommendations for Tourism 2008 International Recommendations for Tourism 
StatisticsStatistics

 was ratified by the United Nations Statistical Commission at itswas ratified by the United Nations Statistical Commission at its 3939thth meeting in meeting in 
New York in February/March 2008New York in February/March 2008

 presents a system of definitions, concepts, classifications and presents a system of definitions, concepts, classifications and indicators that are indicators that are 
internally consistentinternally consistent

 facilitate the link to the conceptual frameworks of the Tourism facilitate the link to the conceptual frameworks of the Tourism Satellite Account, Satellite Account, 
the National Accounts, Balance of Payments and labour statisticsthe National Accounts, Balance of Payments and labour statistics

 will be complemented by an upcoming IRTS 2008 Compilation Guidewill be complemented by an upcoming IRTS 2008 Compilation Guide



2008 INTERNATIONAL RECOMMMENDATIONS 2008 INTERNATIONAL RECOMMMENDATIONS 
ON TOURISM STATISTICS (IRTS)ON TOURISM STATISTICS (IRTS)

what is what is ‘‘tourismtourism’’??

 ‘‘tourismtourism’’ is a subis a sub--set of set of ‘‘traveltravel’’.  .  ‘‘TravelTravel’’ is defined as the activity of is defined as the activity of ‘‘travellerstravellers’’
who are people who move between different geographic locations fwho are people who move between different geographic locations for or anyany
purpose for purpose for anyany durationduration

 ‘‘tourismtourism’’ is the activities of a subis the activities of a sub--set of travellers, which we call set of travellers, which we call ‘‘visitorsvisitors’’

 A A ‘‘VisitorVisitor’’ is someone who takes a trip:is someone who takes a trip:

 outside his/her usual environment;outside his/her usual environment;

 for a period of less than a year; andfor a period of less than a year; and

 for any purpose (business, leisure or other personal), other thafor any purpose (business, leisure or other personal), other than n 
to be employed by a resident entity in the country/place visitedto be employed by a resident entity in the country/place visited..



what is what is ‘‘usual environment?usual environment?

 difficult to devise a standard definition suitable for all countdifficult to devise a standard definition suitable for all countriesries

 broadly broadly ‘‘usual environmentusual environment’’ of a person is the geographical area within which of a person is the geographical area within which 
he/she conducts his/her regular life routineshe/she conducts his/her regular life routines

 UNWTO recommends countries consider four criteria:UNWTO recommends countries consider four criteria:

 Frequency of the trip;Frequency of the trip;

 Duration of the trip;Duration of the trip;

 The crossing of administrative or national borders; andThe crossing of administrative or national borders; and

 Distance from the place of usual residence.Distance from the place of usual residence.

employment by a resident entityemployment by a resident entity

 excludes the travellers from being a excludes the travellers from being a ‘‘visitorvisitor’’

 consequently, these travellers are consequently, these travellers are excludedexcluded::

 travellers crossing the border on a regular basis for work (ie. travellers crossing the border on a regular basis for work (ie. border workers)border workers)

 travellers employed under a shorttravellers employed under a short--term contract to work in the countryterm contract to work in the country

 however, these travellers are however, these travellers are includedincluded::

 employees of nonemployees of non--resident entities (of the country/place visited)resident entities (of the country/place visited)

 selfself--employed persons, providing services such as: installation of eqemployed persons, providing services such as: installation of equipment, repair, uipment, repair, 
consultancy, etc.consultancy, etc.

 travellers entering for business negotiations or looking for bustravellers entering for business negotiations or looking for business opportunitiesiness opportunities



overnight and day visitorsovernight and day visitors

 ‘‘Overnight visitorOvernight visitor’’ is a visitor who stays in a place overnight. These are referredis a visitor who stays in a place overnight. These are referred
to as to as ‘‘TouristsTourists’’

 ‘‘Day visitorDay visitor’’ is a visitor who returns his/her usual residence in the same dais a visitor who returns his/her usual residence in the same day. y. 
These are called These are called ‘‘ExcursionistsExcursionists’’

domestic, inbound and outbound domestic, inbound and outbound 
visitorsvisitors

 Domestic visitorsDomestic visitors are those visitors whose main destination is within his/her are those visitors whose main destination is within his/her 
country of residence.  It is possible that a Domestic visitor macountry of residence.  It is possible that a Domestic visitor may also have a y also have a 
secondary destination in another country.secondary destination in another country.

 Inbound (international) visitorsInbound (international) visitors are those visitors in a country whose country are those visitors in a country whose country 
of residence is another country.of residence is another country.

 Outbound (international) visitorsOutbound (international) visitors are residents of a country travelling to visit are residents of a country travelling to visit 
another country.another country.



trips, visits and visitorstrips, visits and visitors

 Trip: the total travel of a visitor from departure of usual enviTrip: the total travel of a visitor from departure of usual environment to return to ronment to return to 
usual environmentusual environment

 On one Trip many places/destinations may be visitedOn one Trip many places/destinations may be visited

 Therefore, one trip may equal a number of visitsTherefore, one trip may equal a number of visits

 Sometimes, the term Sometimes, the term ““visitorvisitor”” is used for convenience instead of is used for convenience instead of ““triptrip”” or or ““visitvisit””

 Important to be clear on what is meant and  what the statistics Important to be clear on what is meant and  what the statistics are counting.are counting.

characteristics of the visitorcharacteristics of the visitor

 SexSex

 AgeAge

 Economic activity statusEconomic activity status

 OccupationOccupation

 Annual household, family or individual incomeAnnual household, family or individual income

 EducationEducation



characteristics of tourism tripscharacteristics of tourism trips

Main purposeMain purpose

 Types of Types of ““Tourism productTourism product””

 Duration of trip / visit / stayDuration of trip / visit / stay

 Origin and destinationOrigin and destination

Modes of transportModes of transport

 Types of accommodationTypes of accommodation

mainmain purposepurpose

Main purpose:   The Purpose in the absence of which the trip wouMain purpose:   The Purpose in the absence of which the trip would not have ld not have 
taken place.taken place.

 1.1. PersonalPersonal

 1.1.1.1. Holidays, leisure and recreationHolidays, leisure and recreation

 1.2.1.2. Visiting friends and relativesVisiting friends and relatives

 1.3.1.3. Education and trainingEducation and training

 1.4.1.4. Health and medical careHealth and medical care

 1.5.1.5. Religion/pilgrimagesReligion/pilgrimages

 1.6.1.6. ShoppingShopping

 1.7.1.7. TransitTransit

 1.8.1.8. OtherOther

 2.2. Business and professionalBusiness and professional



types of tourism producttypes of tourism product
A A ““tourism producttourism product”” represents a combination of different aspects of a represents a combination of different aspects of a 

destinationdestination
eg.eg. characteristics of the place visitedcharacteristics of the place visited

modes of transportmodes of transport
types of accommodationtypes of accommodation
specific activities at destinationspecific activities at destination
etc.etc.

Such as:Such as:
 culinary tourismculinary tourism
 ecoeco--tourismtourism
 city tourismcity tourism
 sunsun--andand--sand tourismsand tourism
 health tourismhealth tourism
 winter sports tourismwinter sports tourism
 etc.etc.

duration of trip/visit/stayduration of trip/visit/stay

Measured in terms of Measured in terms of ““Visitor nightsVisitor nights””

Example of classification of Length of stay:Example of classification of Length of stay:

a.a. ShortShort--termterm 1 night1 night

22--3 nights3 nights

b.b. MediumMedium--termterm 44--7 nights7 nights

88--14 nights14 nights

c.c. LongLong--termterm 1515--24 nights24 nights

2525--34 nights34 nights

3535--44 nights44 nights

45 +   nights45 +   nights



origin and destinationorigin and destination

OriginOrigin DestinationDestination

Region 1Region 1 Region 2Region 2 Region 3Region 3 Region 4Region 4 Etc.Etc. TotalTotal

Region 1Region 1

Region 2Region 2

Region 3Region 3

Region 4Region 4

Etc.Etc.

TotalTotal

modes of transportmodes of transport
Classification of Modes of transportClassification of Modes of transport

Major groupsMajor groups Minor groupsMinor groups

1.1. AirAir 1.11.1 Scheduled flightScheduled flight

1.21.2 Unscheduled flightUnscheduled flight

1.31.3 Private aircraftPrivate aircraft

1.41.4 Other modes of air transportOther modes of air transport

2.2. WaterWater 2.12.1 Passenger line and ferryPassenger line and ferry

2.22.2 Cruise shipCruise ship

2.32.3 YachtYacht

2.42.4 Other modes of water transportOther modes of water transport

3.3. LandLand 3.13.1 RailwayRailway

3.23.2 Motor coach or bus and other public road transportationMotor coach or bus and other public road transportation

3.33.3 Vehicle rental with driverVehicle rental with driver

(i)  taxis, limousines and rental of private motor vehicles with(i)  taxis, limousines and rental of private motor vehicles with driverdriver

(ii) rental of man or animal drawn vehicles(ii) rental of man or animal drawn vehicles

3.43.4 Owned private vehicle (with capacity up to 8 persons)Owned private vehicle (with capacity up to 8 persons)

3.53.5 Rented vehicle without operator (             Rented vehicle without operator (             ““ ))

3.63.6 Other modes of land transport: horseback, bicycle, motorcycle, eOther modes of land transport: horseback, bicycle, motorcycle, etc.tc.



types of accommodationtypes of accommodation

Overnight visitors use accommodationOvernight visitors use accommodation

 commercialcommercial

 privateprivate

No standard classification recommended yetNo standard classification recommended yet

FORMS OF TOURISMFORMS OF TOURISM



forms of tourismforms of tourism

UNWTO recommendsUNWTO recommends that the following three basic forms of that the following three basic forms of 
tourism be distinguished:tourism be distinguished:

–– Domestic tourismDomestic tourism, which comprises the activities of a resident , which comprises the activities of a resident 
visitor within the country of reference either as part of a domevisitor within the country of reference either as part of a domestic stic 
trip or part of an outbound trip;trip or part of an outbound trip;

–– Inbound tourismInbound tourism, which comprises the activities of a non, which comprises the activities of a non--
resident visitor within the country of reference on an inbound tresident visitor within the country of reference on an inbound trip;rip;

–– Outbound tourismOutbound tourism, which comprises the activities of a resident , which comprises the activities of a resident 
visitor outside the country of reference, either as part of an visitor outside the country of reference, either as part of an 
outbound trip or as part of a domestic trip.outbound trip or as part of a domestic trip.

domestic tourismdomestic tourism

 awareness of its importance has grownawareness of its importance has grown

 household surveyshousehold surveys

 sampling and design issuessampling and design issues

 accommodation statisticsaccommodation statistics



inbound tourisminbound tourism

inbound tourisminbound tourism

 Some specific types of visitors:Some specific types of visitors:

 Nationals residing abroadNationals residing abroad

 Transit passengersTransit passengers

 CrewsCrews

 Frequent border crossersFrequent border crossers

 StudentsStudents

 Health patientsHealth patients

 Business and professional visitorsBusiness and professional visitors



TOURISM EXPENDITURETOURISM EXPENDITURE

tourism expendituretourism expenditure

Tourism expenditureTourism expenditure refers to the amount paid for the acquisition of refers to the amount paid for the acquisition of 
consumption goods and services, as well as valuables, for a visiconsumption goods and services, as well as valuables, for a visitortor’’s own s own 
use or to give away, for and during tourism trips.use or to give away, for and during tourism trips.

Includes typical services acquired by visitors like:Includes typical services acquired by visitors like:

•• TransportationTransportation

•• AccommodationAccommodation

•• Food and beveragesFood and beverages

•• Etc.Etc.

And also:And also:

•• Valuables (paintings, works of art, jewellery, etc.) irrespectivValuables (paintings, works of art, jewellery, etc.) irrespective of their unit e of their unit 
value and acquired on tripsvalue and acquired on trips

•• Durable consumer goods (computers, cars, etc.) irrespective of tDurable consumer goods (computers, cars, etc.) irrespective of their unit heir unit 
value purchased on tripsvalue purchased on trips

•• All food prepared and without preparationAll food prepared and without preparation

•• All manufactured items whether locally produced or importedAll manufactured items whether locally produced or imported

•• All personal servicesAll personal services



tourism expendituretourism expenditure

In addition to expenditure on goods and services paid for directIn addition to expenditure on goods and services paid for directly by the visitor, ly by the visitor, 
includes:includes:

 Expenditure on goods and services paid for directly by the emploExpenditure on goods and services paid for directly by the employer for employees on yer for employees on 
business travelbusiness travel

 Expenditure by the visitor refunded by a third party, either empExpenditure by the visitor refunded by a third party, either employers, other households loyers, other households 
or the social insurance schemeor the social insurance scheme

 Payments made by visitors for the individual services provided aPayments made by visitors for the individual services provided and subsidised by nd subsidised by 
government in the areas of education, health, museums, performingovernment in the areas of education, health, museums, performing arts, etc.g arts, etc.

 OutOut--ofof--pocket payments for services provided to employees and their fampocket payments for services provided to employees and their families on tourism ilies on tourism 
trips financed principally by employers, such as: subsidised tratrips financed principally by employers, such as: subsidised transport, accommodation, nsport, accommodation, 
stays in holiday residences of employers, or other servicesstays in holiday residences of employers, or other services

 Supplementary payments made by visitors to attend sports or any Supplementary payments made by visitors to attend sports or any other cultural events other cultural events 
on the invitation of, and principally paid by, producers (busineon the invitation of, and principally paid by, producers (business, government)ss, government)

tourism expendituretourism expenditure

Excluded:Excluded:

 Payment of taxes and duties that are not part of the purchasersPayment of taxes and duties that are not part of the purchasers’’ prices of the prices of the 
products acquired by the visitorproducts acquired by the visitor

 Payment of all classes of interest, including those on expendituPayment of all classes of interest, including those on expenditures made during res made during 
and for tripsand for trips

 Purchase of financial and nonPurchase of financial and non--financial assets, including land and real estate, financial assets, including land and real estate, 
but excluding valuablesbut excluding valuables

 Purchase of goods for resale purposes, either on behalf of thirdPurchase of goods for resale purposes, either on behalf of third parties or on parties or on 
own accountown account

 All transfers in cash such as donations to charities or to otherAll transfers in cash such as donations to charities or to other individuals (in individuals (in 
particular to families and relatives), as they do not correspondparticular to families and relatives), as they do not correspond to the purchase to the purchase 
of goods or servicesof goods or services



timing of tourism expendituretiming of tourism expenditure

Payment:Payment:

•• before the goods/services are receivedbefore the goods/services are received

•• when the goods/services are receivedwhen the goods/services are received

•• after the goods/services are receivedafter the goods/services are received

categories of tourism expenditurecategories of tourism expenditure

 Domestic tourism expenditureDomestic tourism expenditure is the tourism expenditure of a is the tourism expenditure of a residentresident visitor visitor 
withinwithin the economy of referencethe economy of reference

 Inbound tourism expenditureInbound tourism expenditure is the tourism expenditure of a is the tourism expenditure of a nonnon--residentresident
visitor visitor withinwithin the economy of referencethe economy of reference

 Outbound tourism expenditureOutbound tourism expenditure is the tourism expenditure of a is the tourism expenditure of a residentresident visitor visitor 
outsideoutside the economy of referencethe economy of reference



valuation of tourism expenditurevaluation of tourism expenditure

 The price to be used is the purchaserThe price to be used is the purchaser’’s price, which corresponds to the price s price, which corresponds to the price 
paid by the visitor.  This includes all taxes and tips.paid by the visitor.  This includes all taxes and tips.

classification of tourism expenditureclassification of tourism expenditure
Recommended categories:Recommended categories:

•• Package travel, package holidays and package toursPackage travel, package holidays and package tours

•• AccommodationAccommodation

•• Food and drinkFood and drink

•• Local transportLocal transport

•• International transportInternational transport

•• Recreation, culture and sporting activitiesRecreation, culture and sporting activities

•• ShoppingShopping

•• OthersOthers



measuring tourism expendituremeasuring tourism expenditure

 Inbound tourismInbound tourism
 expenditure module in surveys at the border (or other place wherexpenditure module in surveys at the border (or other place where e 

inbound visitors can be observed)inbound visitors can be observed)

 Domestic and outbound tourismDomestic and outbound tourism
 either a tourismeither a tourism--specific household survey, or a periodic module specific household survey, or a periodic module 

(monthly, quarterly, annually) attached to a general household (monthly, quarterly, annually) attached to a general household 
expenditure surveyexpenditure survey

OTHER ISSUES OTHER ISSUES 



other issuesother issues

 Measuring tourism at subMeasuring tourism at sub--national levelsnational levels

 Quality of dataQuality of data

 MetadataMetadata

 DisseminationDissemination

 Interagency cooperationInteragency cooperation

measuring tourism at submeasuring tourism at sub--national national 
levelslevels

 Increasing interest in regional statisticsIncreasing interest in regional statistics

 Limitations in producing regional dataLimitations in producing regional data

 Designing regional sample surveys is difficultDesigning regional sample surveys is difficult

 Data incompatibility with other regions and nationallyData incompatibility with other regions and nationally

 Use of national statistical collections to collect regional dataUse of national statistical collections to collect regional data

 Regional statistical collections should use international and naRegional statistical collections should use international and national tional 
standardsstandards

 Visitors from within and outside the regionVisitors from within and outside the region



quality of dataquality of data

 Concept of qualityConcept of quality

 Data quality assessment frameworksData quality assessment frameworks

 Dimensions of quality and quality frameworksDimensions of quality and quality frameworks

(i)    Prerequisites of quality(i)    Prerequisites of quality

(ii)   Relevance(ii)   Relevance

(iii)  Credibility(iii)  Credibility

(iv)  Accuracy(iv)  Accuracy

(v)   Timeliness(v)   Timeliness

(vi)  Methodological soundness(vi)  Methodological soundness

(vii) Coherence(vii) Coherence

(viii) Accessibility(viii) Accessibility

data quality assessment frameworksdata quality assessment frameworks

–– The IMF Data Quality Assessment Framework (DQAF) The IMF Data Quality Assessment Framework (DQAF) covers five covers five 
dimensions of quality dimensions of quality –– assurance of integrity, methodological soundness, assurance of integrity, methodological soundness, 
accuracy and reliability, serviceability and accessibility.accuracy and reliability, serviceability and accessibility.

–– The European Statistical System (ESS) The European Statistical System (ESS) focuses more on statistical outputs focuses more on statistical outputs 
and defines six criteria and defines six criteria –– relevance, accuracy, timeliness and punctuality, relevance, accuracy, timeliness and punctuality, 
accessibility and clarity, comparability and coherence.accessibility and clarity, comparability and coherence.

–– The OECD Quality Measurement Framework The OECD Quality Measurement Framework views quality in terms of views quality in terms of 
seven dimensions seven dimensions –– relevance, accuracy, credibility, timeliness, relevance, accuracy, credibility, timeliness, 
accessibility, interpretability and coherence.accessibility, interpretability and coherence.



quality of dataquality of data

 Concept of qualityConcept of quality

 Data quality assessment frameworksData quality assessment frameworks

 Dimensions of quality and quality frameworksDimensions of quality and quality frameworks

(i)    Prerequisites of quality(i)    Prerequisites of quality

(ii)   Relevance(ii)   Relevance

(iii)  Credibility(iii)  Credibility

(iv)  Accuracy(iv)  Accuracy

(v)   Timeliness(v)   Timeliness

(vi)  Methodological soundness(vi)  Methodological soundness

(vii) Coherence(vii) Coherence

(viii) Accessibility(viii) Accessibility

prerequisites of qualityprerequisites of quality

The elements within this dimension include:The elements within this dimension include:

 the legal basis for compilation of data; the legal basis for compilation of data; 

 the adequacy of data sharing and coordination among data producithe adequacy of data sharing and coordination among data producing ng 
agencies; agencies; 

 assurance of confidentiality; assurance of confidentiality; 

 the adequacy of human, financial, and technical resources for the adequacy of human, financial, and technical resources for 
implementation of tourism statistics programmes, and implementatimplementation of tourism statistics programmes, and implementation of ion of 
measures to ensure cost effectiveness of such programmes; andmeasures to ensure cost effectiveness of such programmes; and

 quality awareness.quality awareness.



quality of dataquality of data

 Concept of qualityConcept of quality

 Data quality assessment frameworksData quality assessment frameworks

 Dimensions of quality and quality frameworksDimensions of quality and quality frameworks

(i)    Prerequisites of quality(i)    Prerequisites of quality

(ii)   Relevance(ii)   Relevance

(iii)  Credibility(iii)  Credibility

(iv)  Accuracy(iv)  Accuracy

(v)   Timeliness(v)   Timeliness

(vi)  Methodological soundness(vi)  Methodological soundness

(vii) Coherence(vii) Coherence

(viii) Accessibility(viii) Accessibility

meta datameta data

 Metadata in the context of tourism statisticsMetadata in the context of tourism statistics

 Metadata and international comparability of dataMetadata and international comparability of data



disseminationdissemination

 Data dissemination timetableData dissemination timetable

 Dissemination formatsDissemination formats

 Data revisionsData revisions

 Statistical confidentialityStatistical confidentiality

interagency cooperationinteragency cooperation

 Usually a number of agencies are involved in compilation of tourUsually a number of agencies are involved in compilation of tourism statisticsism statistics

 Important that they establish and maintain good working relationImportant that they establish and maintain good working relationss

 Joint data collection programsJoint data collection programs

 Essential to ensure that all agencies are aware of changes in poEssential to ensure that all agencies are aware of changes in policies and licies and 
procedures procedures 

 National Statistical Offices should monitor the compilation and National Statistical Offices should monitor the compilation and dissemination of dissemination of 
tourism statisticstourism statistics

 National Statistical Offices should also provide assistance to oNational Statistical Offices should also provide assistance to other agencies ther agencies 
involved in compiling tourism statisticsinvolved in compiling tourism statistics
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